CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

After this project is finished and titled “Discussion of Video Cut and Transition Using the Multimedia Development Life Cycle Method”, a few conclusions are followed:

1. The problems encountered, and the basis of this research are the conditions of lack of learning media about cut and transition.

2. This result of the project has three minutes and twenty-eight second demonstration video was uploaded to website YouTube and has 48 views and 5 likes.

3. This project has effectively piqued the viewer’s interest of cuts and transitions used in movies by using MDLC (Multimedia Development Life Cycle).

4. The outcome of this project has good feedback from the viewers by approaching them and interviewing them by knowing about the cut and transition.

5.2 Suggestion

After this project is finished, we have got a few suggestions:

1. We hope the further researcher uses methods other than Multimedia Development Life Cycle (MDLC).
2. We hope that there will be further research on different topics of cinematography besides cuts and transition, for example how to color grade a movie.

3. We hope there is other topics that can be discussed around the world of cinematography, examples are: screenwriting, audio, cinematic techniques, screenplay and film editing.